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Abstract: Hydrogen is one of the energy carriers that has started to play a significant role in the clean
energy transition. In the hydrogen ecosystem, storing hydrogen safely and with high volumetric
density plays a key role. In this regard, metal hydride storage seems to be superior to compressed gas
storage, which is the most common method used today. However, thermal management is a challenge
that needs to be considered. Temperature changes occur during charging and discharging processes
due to the reactions between metal, metal hydride, and hydrogen, which affect the inflow or outflow
of hydrogen at the desired flow rate. There are different thermal management techniques to handle
this challenge in the literature. When the metal hydride storage tanks are used in integrated systems
together with a fuel cell and/or an electrolyzer, the thermal interactions between these components
can be used for this purpose. This study gives a comprehensive review of the heat transfer during the
charging and discharging of metal hydride tanks, the thermal management system techniques used
for metal hydride tanks, and the studies on the thermal management of metal hydride tanks with
material streams from the fuel cell and/or electrolyzers.
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1. Introduction

In the face of environmental problems arising as a result of the increase in the use of
fossil fuels due to advancing technology and the growing global population, governments
are attempting to expand the use of renewable energy resources by enacting various
legislation. The Paris agreement, which came into force in 2016, has been accepted by many
governments. The long-term aim of this agreement is to limit the global temperature rise to
1.5 ◦C above pre-industrial levels [1]. The usage of renewable energy resources and clean
energy carriers has expanded in the nations that have signed the treaty, and numerous new
job possibilities have appeared in this sector. These countries have also established different
legislation to reduce pollution generation. In this new and emerging sector, hydrogen has
claimed its position by garnering interest due to its high gravimetric density and status as
a clean energy carrier.

Hydrogen is the lightest element in the universe and has the highest gravimetric
energy density. The production of hydrogen with zero emission via electrolysis and the
use of hydrogen in fuel cells to produce energy with almost zero emissions has attracted
the attention of many sectors. One of the biggest challenges of light, odorless, and easily
ignitable hydrogen is its storage. Various technologies of hydrogen storage are on the
market. Well-known techniques include compressed gas storage [2], cryo-compressed
storage [3], liquid hydrogen storage [4], storage in metal hydrides (MHs) [5–8], physisorp-
tion in cryo-adsorbents [9–11], complex MHs [12,13], and chemical storage [14]. Due to its
quick filling and comparatively small weight, compressed gas hydrogen storage is increas-
ingly favored in commercial fuel cell systems. Currently, the hydrogen storage pressure
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in high-pressure tanks used in fuel cell systems is mostly 35 or 70 MPa. Even though
storing hydrogen in liquid or cryo-compressed form yields a higher density and is more
compact than storing it as a pressurized gas, operating at extremely low temperatures (e.g.,
−253 ◦C) is a challenge [15]. Storing hydrogen in the solid state is more advantageous than
compressed gas and liquid storage in terms of volumetric energy density. Since hydrogen
is stored chemically in the solid-state state, the storage pressure (10–30 bar) is much lower,
which makes it more attractive than compressed gas storage in terms of safety. Storage
of hydrogen with metal hydrides is the most widely used method of hydrogen storage in
the solid-state form. Abe et al. [16] extensively investigated hydrogen storage methods,
particularly metal hydride storage, and assessed the impact of hydrogen on the economy
of the future. They presented studies from the literature to support the advantages of hy-
drogen storage using metal hydrides and provided an overview of research on improving
the thermophysical characteristics and sorption kinetics of metal hydrides.

Metal hydride tanks provide storage by taking advantage of the chemical properties of
hydrogen. Hydrogen is bonded to the metal during the storage of hydrogen in the metal hy-
dride tank (absorption). Heat is produced as a result of this exothermic process. The reverse
of the process occurs when hydrogen is released from the metal hydride tank (desorption),
and this time the reaction absorbs heat [17]. As a result, temperature changes occur during
the charging and discharging of the tank. The effect of these temperature changes affects
the hydrogen flow rate entering or leaving the tank and, thus, the duration of the charge
or discharge process. For this reason, thermal management in MH tanks is necessary for
obtaining hydrogen at the desired flow rate and keeping the charging/discharging in a
short time. Thermal management can be passive or active. Passive thermal management
involves adding fins, phase change material (PCM), or high thermal conductivity materials
to the inside or outside of the tank [18–20]. Active thermal management involves using
heat transfer fluid with straight or helical pipes running through the inside or outside of
the tank or using exhaust gases coming from devices such as fuel cells [21–23]. There are
several studies on the thermal management strategies of MH tanks. For instance, Raju and
Kumar [8] analyzed and compared gravimetric and volumetric hydrogen storage densities
of metal hydride tanks for three different heat exchanger configurations (Case 1: shell and
tube with fins, Case 2: helical tubes, and Case 3: tubes with fluid that flows through the
shell). In comparison to the other two shell and tube designs, it was found that the helical
coil heat exchanger provides greater gravimetric and volumetric densities.

Fuel cells are electrochemical energy conversion systems that operate through reduc-
tion and oxidation reactions to produce electrical current with high fuel cell efficiency
and low environmental impact. Depending on the electrolyte and fuel utilized, there are
several distinct types of fuel cells, such as proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC),
solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC), molten carbonate fuel
cells (MCFC), and alkaline fuel cells (AFC) [24]. The PEM fuel cell stands out because it
generates electricity with a higher energy density than other types. PEM fuel cell systems
produce waste heat as a result of the operation, and this waste heat can be transferred to a
metal hydride tank to increase the hydrogen flow rate from the tank during the discharge
process. Different thermal combinations can be made between a fuel cell and an MH tank.
For example, thermal coupling can be created between the fuel cell and the MH tank by
using fans to direct the hot cathode exhaust gases straight to the MH hydride tank [25,26].
Alternately, the waste heat can be absorbed by a heat transfer fluid and transferred to the
tanks [27]. Additionally, passive thermal management techniques can be used to provide
thermal coupling between a fuel cell and an MH tank [28,29].

Electrolyzers are increasingly being used to produce green hydrogen since there
are significant efforts to partially and eventually completely replace natural gas with
hydrogen [30]. The innate irregularity problem of renewable energy is frequently solved
with electrolyzers, which use excess energy to generate hydrogen [31]. The effectiveness
of the electrolyzers has a significant impact on the effectiveness of the energy storage
system. The pressure and temperature at which electrolyzers operate differ depending on
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the type. Alkaline and polymer electrolyte membrane electrolyzers both function at mild
temperatures between 353 K to 493 K. The solid oxide electrolyzers, however, function
at higher temperatures, more than 873 K. For low-temperature operating electrolyzers,
continuous cooling is required to maintain the stack within the desired temperature range
under all possible conditions. Small-scale electrolyzers often have exterior temperature
controls, however, large-scale electrolyzers intended for industrial use should have interior
temperature control. The reason for this is that industrial electrolyzers have a larger cell
surface area (approximately 1000 cm2) than small-scale electrolyzers (less than 100 cm2) [32].
PEM electrolyzers are the main subject of this review’s discussion of low-temperature
electrolyzers. In the foreseeable future, PEM electrolyzers are anticipated to operate at a
higher current density than the alkaline technology. A high current density also suggests
higher heat accumulation, which indicates more cooling demand from the system. As a
result, when analyzing low-temperature electrolyzers—where cooling and heat recovery
take place—current density is a crucial factor. It has been demonstrated that it may be
simpler to convert a cooling solution for PEM electrolyzers to an alkaline electrolyzer than
the other way around [32].

In the literature, there are several review papers about the thermal management
methods of MH tanks. By taking into account, the impact of operation parameters such
as thermal conductivity, temperature, and operating pressure, Murty [33] looked into
the effects of heat and mass transfer on the effectiveness of solid-state hydrogen storage.
Mohammadshahi et al. [34] presented and discussed the mathematical models of metal-
hydride reactors and the development of reactor designs, cooling system configurations,
and various performance-influencing aspects. Shafiee and McCay [35] studied and eval-
uated different reactors and heat exchangers utilized in metal hydride hydrogen storage
systems. A survey on the advancements in the integrated fuel cell systems and MH hy-
drogen storage tanks was conducted by Lototskyy et al. [36]. Nguyen and Shabani [37]
investigated the heat recovery methods of the PEM fuel cell and investigated the system
integrations, including MH tanks. Nguyen and Shabani [38] examined in detail the thermal
management strategies applied to increase the heat transfer in an MH hydrogen storage
tank and investigated integrating thermal management strategies into fuel cell systems
with an MH tank.

Many studies have been published on the thermal coupling of the MH tank with the
fuel cell, and the thermal management methods of the MH tank have been extensively
studied in the literature, and as mentioned above, various review articles have been
produced. Studies on this subject have continued in recent years. In contrast to other review
papers, both active and passive approaches are used to study the temperature interaction
of the MH tank with the fuel cell and electrolyzer, and a comprehensive summary of the
research in the literature is provided. By thoroughly investigating the thermal integration
of the MH tank to the fuel cell and electrolyzer systems and offering a well-coordinated
overview to assist future studies on this topic, this work seeks to fill the gap in the literature.

2. Review Methodology

Within the extent of this paper, studies on the experimental and theoretical research
on the thermal coupling of metal hydrides with a fuel cell and/or an electrolyzer have
been examined. Search engines, including Google Scholar, Web of Science, and Scopus,
were employed to identify the studies that were within the scope of this review. The
studies were constrained by the keywords “Metal Hydride Hydrogen Storage”, “Fuel
Cell”, “Electrolyzer”, “Thermal Coupling”, “Thermal Management”, “Passive Thermal
Management”, and “Active Thermal Management”. In Figure 1, the yearly distribution
of papers on the thermal management of a metal hydride hydrogen tank coupled with
a fuel cell and/or an electrolyzer using the aforementioned database is provided. This
study looked at studies that used various thermal management techniques to enhance heat
transfer in the MH tank. The scope of this review does not include MH tank studies that
do not use a thermal management strategy. Studies with thermal coupling between MH
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tank and fuel cell or electrolyzer in integrated systems were considered, whereas studies
without thermal coupling were disregarded. Section 3 summarizes the equations for the
heat transfer of the MH tank during charging and discharging. In Section 4, a general
overview of thermal management methods in MH tanks is presented. In Section 5, studies
on the thermal coupling between a fuel cell and an MH tank are discussed. The studies
examining the thermal coupling of the MH tank with the electrolyzer and the thermal
coupling of both the electrolyzer and the fuel cell are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
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3. Heat Transfer during Charging and Discharging Processes

According to their operating range, metal hydrides are classified as low-temperature
hydrides (20–45 ◦C) [39,40] and high-temperature hydrides (165–200 ◦C) [39,41]. LaNi5
is the most widely used hydride metal among the low-temperature hydrides, with a
maximum hydrogen storage capacity of 2% of its own weight. With the addition of Mg
to LaNi5, this rate can increase to 5.7% [42]. Hydrogen can be stored in greater quantities
by high-temperature hydrides than by low-temperature hydrides. For instance, MgH2 is
the mostly preferred high-temperature hydride thanks to storing hydrogen up to 7.6% of
its weight in it [42]. Keeping a metal hydride tank at a certain temperature range during
absorption and desorption processes is vital for safe operation [43]. For example, for some
commercial metal-hydride tanks based on AB5-type material (e.g., LaNi5 and MmNi5), the
manufacturer recommends that the tank’s temperature should not go above 65 ◦C. If this
temperature is surpassed, the internal pressure may cause damage to the tank walls [44].
For high-temperature hydrides, this temperature value may be higher. The hydriding and
dehydriding reaction occurring in an MH tank can be shown as follows [45],

M +
x
2

H2 
 MHx + Q (1)

where M is the metal (or metal alloy), x is the stoichiometric coefficient, MHx is the metal
hydride compound, and Q is the heat of the reaction. Hydriding (absorption) is exothermic,
whereas dehydriding (desorption) is endothermic.
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3.1. Reaction Kinetics of Metal Hydride

In the absorption/desorption process, the amount of hydrogen converted into/released
from the metal hydride per unit time is determined by the reaction kinetics [46]. The govern-
ing equations of reaction kinetics for absorption reaction can be written using Equation (2).

.
ma = Ca exp

(
− Ea

RgasT

)
ln
(

P
Peq,a

)
(ρsat − ρs) (2)

where
.

ma the amount of hydrogen taken up by the hydride per unit time (kg/m3·s), Ca is
the time constant (s−1), Ea is the activation energy for the absorption process (J/mol), Rgas
is the ideal gas constant (J/mol·K), T is the temperature of the metal hydride bed (K), P is
the operating pressure (bar), Peq,a is the equilibrium pressure for the absorption process
(bar), which can be defined in Equation (4), ρsat is the density of the metal hydride at the
maximum weight fraction (kg/m3), and ρs is the metal hydride density (kg/m3). The mass
flow rate of hydrogen released by the hydride,

.
md (kg/s), can be found using Equation (3).

.
md = Cd exp

(
− Ed

RT

)
ln

(
P− Peq,d

Peq,d

)
(ρs − ρs,o) (3)

where Cd is the time constant (s−1), Ed is the activation energy for the desorption process
(J/mol), Peq,d is the equilibrium pressure for the desorption process (bar) which can be
defined in Equation (4), ρs,o is the density of the metal hydride (without hydrogen) (kg/m3).

3.2. Thermodynamics of Metal Hydride

The operation condition of absorption and desorption processes depends on the
equilibrium pressure. The thermodynamic properties of the metal hydride are needed to
determine this pressure. Although there are many methods in the literature to determine
this pressure, the most widely used method is the Van’t Hoff equation, as shown in
Equation (4) [47].

ln
(

Peq

Po

)
=

1
R

(
∆H
T
− ∆S

)
(4)

where, Po is the reference pressure (usually set as 0.1–1 Mpa), ∆H and ∆S are the reaction
enthalpy (J/mol·H2) and the reaction entropy (J/molH2·K) during the hydriding and dehy-
driding processes, respectively. The reaction enthalpy and entropy values vary depending
on the type of hydride material. Table 1 shows the thermodynamic properties of different
hydride-forming alloys for the absorption process.

Table 1. Thermodynamic properties of hydride-forming alloys for the absorption process.

Chemical Composition
Temperature

Range
(TL–TH) (◦C)

−∆H
(kJ/mol-H2)

−∆S
(J/mol H2K) Ref.

Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.4Cr0.35V0.2Fe0.05 25–100 25.89 106.9 [48]
LaNi5 25–200 31.80 110 [49]

TiFe0.9Mn0.1 0–100 29.70 107.7 [40]
LaNi4.7Sn0.3 25–80 36.51 112.6 [50]

MmNi4.15Fe0.85 25–200 25 105.4 [40]
TiCr1.5Mn0.25Fe0.25 10–165 19.32 101.6 [41]

LaNi4.7Al0.3 20–80 29.21 98 [51]
LaNi4.6Al0.4 20–80 34.04 108 [51]

TiCr1.8 0–100 20.2 111 [52]
Ti0.98Zr0.02V0.43 0–100 27.4 112 [52]

In addition to the Van’t Hoff equation, the equilibrium pressure can be calculated
as a function of the weight fraction as given in Equation (5). With this equation, the
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changes in the equilibrium with the weight fraction are taken into account with empirical
coefficients [34].

ln Peq =
∆H
RgT

− ∆S
Rg

+ (∅± ϕ0)tan

π


(

H
M

)
(

H
M0

)
− 1

2

± β

2
(5)

where, ∅, ϕ0, and β are the PCT slope factor, the PCT slope constants, and the hysteresis
factor, respectively. More information on the significance of these parameters can be found
in [34].

3.3. Mass and Energy Balance Equations

The continuity equations for the solid and porous parts of the metal hydride bed [53]
are shown in Equations (6) and (7).

(1− ε)
∂ρs

∂t
=

.
m (6)

ε
∂ρg

∂t
+∇.

(
ρgV

)
= − .

m (7)

where ε is the porosity of the metal hydride bed, V is the velocity of hydrogen gas (m/s).
The energy conservation equation of a metal hydride bed is described as [41],

(
ρCp

)
e
∂T
∂t

+ ρCpg

(→
V.∇T

)
= ∇(ke∇T) + Qs (8)

The first term on the left-hand side refers to how the reactor’s internal energy changes
over time. The second term on this side shows the advection term of the energy balance
equation. If the velocity of hydrogen in the tank is considered zero, the second term can be
neglected. The first term on the right side denotes heat conduction, while Qs denotes the
heat generated or absorbed by the reaction. Effective volumetric heat capacity and effective
thermal conductivity are given in Equations (9) and (10).(

ρCp
)

e = ε
(
ρCp

)
g + (1− ε)

(
ρCp

)
m (9)

ke = εkg + (1− ε)km (10)

where
(
ρCp

)
g is the heat capacity of hydrogen gas,

(
ρCp

)
m is the heat capacity of metal

hydride material, kg is the thermal conductivity of hydrogen gas and km is the thermal
conductivity of metal hydride material.

(
ρCp

)
e and ke change as the value of porosity

changes over time during the hydriding and dehydriding [54]. Porosity can be defined
as the ratio of porous volume to total volume in the metal hydride bed. Equation (11)
represents that the porosity changes with time during the reaction due to the variation of
the H/M ratio.

ε = 1− (1− ε0)

[
1 + (βvolume − 1)

H
M

]
(11)

where, ε0 is the initial porosity of the metal hydride bed, βvolume is the volume expansion
ratio and H

M is the hydrogen-to-metal ratio.
In the energy balance, Equation (8) and the continuity Equations (6) and (7), the

velocity of hydrogen can be found using Darcy’s law using Equation (12).

→
V = − K

µg
∇Pg (12)

where µg is the viscosity of the hydrogen gas (kg/m·s), K is the permeability of metal
hydride (m2), and Pg is the pressure gradient of the metal hydride tank (Pa) (including
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buffer area and porous media). Since the chemical reaction of the metal hydride is reversible,
the heat required by the metal hydride or released to the environment is defined by
Omrani et al. [26] as follows,

.
QMH =

.
mH2 ·|∆HMH | (13)

where
.

mH2 is the charge or discharge mass flow rate (kg/s), ∆HMH is the enthalpy change
in reaction (J/kg) and

.
QMH is the heat demand or released heat by a hydride bed.

4. Methods for Thermal Management of MHs

In this section, the thermal management methods of MH tanks are explained to adjust
the temperature changes in the tank occurring as a result of the heat generated or absorbed
during charging and discharging. Basically, thermal management methods can be classified
into two main groups: active and passive. In Figure 2, the main thermal management
methods for the MH tanks are given.
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4.1. Passive Thermal Management

In passive thermal management, the main heat transfer mechanism used to adjust
the tank’s temperature is natural convection. Where natural convection is insufficient
to increase heat transfer, different types of designs can be selected for MH tanks. Fins
can be added to the inner or outer surface of the MH tank by using materials with high
conductivity since expanding the heat transfer area will increase heat transfer. Fins can be
integrated inside or outside the MH tank in different ways, such as horizontal [55,56], lon-
gitudinal [57,58], tree-shaped [46], honeycomb [59,60], or leaf-vein [61]. Nyamsi et al. [62]
optimized the analytical solution results they generated from a single fin by varying the
fin thickness and radius in order to investigate the impact of fin structure on hydrogen
storage. They then developed a numerical model to validate the analytical study. As a
result, they found that a 13% reduction in thermal resistance reduced charging time by 42%.
To increase the surface area even further, structures such as flakes can be added to the fins.
Singh et al. [63] experimented with the internal finned MH tank with and without cooper
flakes to investigate the absorption effect of cooper flakes. As a result, they found that the
copper flakes reduced the charging time by 11% for the absorption capacity of 1.2 wt%.

PCMs store the heat released as a result of the reactions taking place in the MH tank
during absorption and prevent the tank from overheating. During the desorption process,
it provides the heat needed by the tank to the tank. Due to these properties, PCM can be
used as a passive thermal management method in MH tanks [64–66]. Alqahtani et al. [67]
proposed a new MH-PCM sandwich design combining the MH tank with cascaded PCM
beds and investigated the heat transfer during charging and discharging using PCM
with two different melting temperatures. As a result, they found that their proposed
MH-PCM sandwich design reduces charge and discharge by 26% and 51%, respectively.
El Mghari et al. [68] numerically investigated the absorption and desorption processes in
an MH tank equipped with PCM. According to parametric studies, there is a significant
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influence of PCM thermal conductivity and latent heat on the rate of absorption and des-
orption. Metal foams are also used to increase the thermal conductivity of MH tanks [55,69].
The impact of adding aluminum foam to metal hydride on mass and heat transport was
examined numerically by Minko et al. [19]. As a result, they observed that the aluminum
foam accelerated mass and heat transfer. Compared to the condition without aluminum
foam, they discovered that using foam reduced the sorption time in half, but the volumetric
capacity was decreased by 9%. To increase the thermal conductivity, high thermal conduc-
tivity materials such as graphite or carbon can be mixed into metal powder [70]. Ref. [38]
contains more detailed information on this subject. Zhu et al. [18] used expanded natural
graphite (ENG) to increase heat transfer in the MH. As ENG decreases hydrogen density
in compacted composites, they improved the ENG content to promote heat transfer for
multilayer MH bed configurations. They also suggested an optimization approach based
on the entransy dissipation extremum principle (EDEP) to optimize the ENG distribution in
the MH bed. They consequently observed that absorption enhanced with ENG usage. The
optimized design based on EDEP had a quicker reaction time, more consistent bed tempera-
ture dispersion, and a 15.33% greater gravimetric exergy–output ratio than a configuration
with uniform ENG content. Passive thermal management methods using horizontal fins,
longitudinal fins and PCM are given in Figure 3.
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4.2. Active Thermal Management

In contrast to passive thermal management, active thermal management comprises
thermal management methods based on forced convection. In active thermal manage-
ment, heat exchanger systems can be integrated into the MH tank as internal or external.
Cooling fluids such as air or water can be used to remove the heat released during the
absorption process from the tank and to provide the tank with the heat required by the
tank during desorption. There are several studies on active thermal management in the
literature [23]. Active thermal management can be achieved with a water jacket or coiled
tubes integrated outside the MH tank or with straight or coiled tubes running through
the tank. Karmakar et al. [71] integrated a cooling tube inside the MH reactor and a water
jacket on the outside. They experimentally investigated the amount of hydrogen stored
for the following cases: (i) the system was only in natural convection, (ii) only the cooling
tubes were active, and (iii) the cooling tubes and external water jacket were active together.
As a result, they observed that the combination of the cooling tubes and an external water
jacket increased the absorption and desorption performance. Tong et al. [21] investigated
the thermal interaction in the MH tank by using different combinations of coiled tubes and
straight pipes in their study. As a result, they found that the dual coiled-tube integrated
heat exchanger was effective in increasing the hydrogen storage efficiency of the MH tank.
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As shown in Figure 4, during absorption, it is seen that the tank temperature decreases more
quickly and the hydrogen storage time is reduced when an active thermal management
method is used. There are several studies in the literature that use air as a heat transfer
fluid in place of water. Busque et al. [22] compared natural and forced convection by using
a fan in the experimental system they set up to investigate the absorption process of the
MH tank and the effects of parameters. As a result, the parameters that most affect the
absorption are the absorption rate constant, activation energy, and thermal conductivity,
and while the increase in porosity decreases the absorption rate and the amount of stored
hydrogen, a higher cooling level is required for a faster absorption process. Active thermal
management methods using straight pipe, using forced convection, and using a water
jacket are given in Figure 5.
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There are several studies in the literature on the thermal management of the MH tank
that combine active and passive methods [65,72]. Askri et al. [20] analyzed the storage time
of hydrogen by mathematically analyzing the MH tank model in different configurations
(a cylindrical tank, a cylindrical tank with external fins, a cylindrical tank with a concentric
tube filled with flowing cooling fluid, and a cylindrical tank with a concentric tube equipped
with fins). As a result, it was observed that the storage time was approximately 80%
better in the configuration using a cylindrical tank with a concentric tube equipped with
fins. Using active and passive management, Mellouli et al. [73] evaluated temperature
variations mathematically when the absorption process in the MH tank over three distinct
configurations that used only PCM (Case 1), PCM with straight tube (Case 2), and PCM
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with U-type tubes (Case 3). The results showed that the straight tube used in Case 2
removed 70% of the heat released during absorption from the system and reduced the
storage time by 94% compared to Case 1. In Case 3, all the heat of the reaction was
stored in the PCM, thus reducing the storage time by 72%. Afzal et al. [74] designed a
shell and tube-type reactor containing 7 MH tanks. They added four longitudinal fins in
each MH tank. They investigated absorption and desorption processes under different
operating parameters. When the supply pressure was increased to 35 bar, the MH tank’s
performance was observed to be promising for the absorption process. They stated that
when the temperature of the heat transfer fluid was increased from 298 K to 308 K, the
desorption rate increased. Darzi et al. [75] investigated the temperature changes in the
MH tank during the absorption process using a water jacket and fins. Using different
temperatures, pressure, porosity, Reynolds number, and fin number, the effects of these
parameters on the hydrogen filling amount were investigated. They concluded that the
change in supply pressure and the temperature had no effect on the absorption rate in
the absence of a thermal management method and that the rate of absorption increased
significantly in the case of adding a fin and water jacket. In Table 2, the advantages and
disadvantages of the thermal management of MHs are given.

Table 2. The advantages and disadvantages of the thermal management methods.

Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Passive thermal management

X Simple to create
X Quiet operation as there

are no mechanical parts
X Low costs

7 Difficult to adjust the
tank temperature to the
required value

7 Poor heat removal
capacity

Active thermal management

X Superior heat removal
capacity

X Ability to adjust the tank
temperature at the
appropriate level
regardless of the
surroundings

7 Requirement of more
space as they contain
mechanical components

7 The additional weight of
the system components

7 High costs

5. Thermal Coupling of MH Tanks and PEM Fuel Cell during the Discharge Process

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are electrochemical energy conversion
systems that produce electrical energy directly by utilizing the chemical energy of hydrogen
with high electrical efficiency. In fuel cells, heat is generated due to unavoidable entropy
changes in the reaction and irreversibilities due to polarizations. The heat generated can be
found with the following equations considering the higher heating value (assumed that
water is produced in liquid form), Equation (14), and lower heating value (assumed that
water is produced in vapor form), Equation (15), of the hydrogen [37].

.
QFC = Ncell ·icell ·Acell(1.48−Vcell) (14)

.
QFC = Ncell ·icell ·Acell(1.25−Vcell) (15)

where Ncell is the number of cells, icell is the current density (A/cm2), Acell is the effective
membrane area (cm2), and Vcell is the output voltage of the fuel cell (V). The waste heat
must be removed from the fuel cell system to maintain the performance of the fuel cell and
to prevent any damage to the membrane. For this, different cooling systems such as edge
cooling, air cooling, liquid cooling, or phase change cooling can be used. For small-size
fuel cells (i.e., <2 kW), simple cooling methods such as air cooling or heat pipes can be
utilized. For PEMFCs with 5 kW and more power output, liquid cooling methods are more
suitable [37]. The waste heat obtained from the fuel cell is approximately 30–40% of the
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heat produced by the fuel cell [38]. An example of energy flow in a fuel cell is given in the
Sankey diagram in Figure 6 [76,77].
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The waste heat generated by the fuel cell can be transferred to MH tanks through the
convection mechanism to increase the hydrogen desorption rate. Thus, while the MH tank
provides hydrogen to the fuel cell for electricity generation, the heat it needs can be met
by directing the heat produced as a result of the operation of the fuel cell to the tank. The
waste heat of the fuel cell can be transmitted directly to the MH tank using a fan or air
blower (Figure 7a). McDonald and Rowe [25] investigated three possible configurations
(with no heat transfer method, external fins around the MH tank, and annular MH tank
design) while mathematically combining the FC to remove the waste heat. As a result,
they concluded that MH tanks can deliver the hydrogen flow necessary for the fuel cell in
designs where they utilize a fin and annular tube but that it is insufficient in configurations
where they do not use a thermal management method. Davids et al. [78] thermally coupled
a 130 W PEMFC and a 90 NL MH tank through experimental studies. To use the hydrogen
in the tank at the maximum level, they integrated MH powder into a thermally expanded
graphite, added a fin to the outside of the MH tank to increase the heat transfer area, and
transferred the waste heat of the fuel cell to the MH tank with the help of a fan. As a result,
when the fuel cell operated under 60, 100, and 120 W loads, it worked for 75, 41, and 35 min,
respectively, and on average more than 87% of the stored hydrogen was used at each load.
Omrani et al. [26] investigated thermally coupled 2.5 kW open cathode PEMFC and nine
800 NL MH tanks experimentally. By transmitting the waste heat of the PEMFC to the
MH tanks, they checked whether the MH tanks could provide the required hydrogen flow
under different loads (500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 W). As a result, they obtained that when
there is no thermal coupling between the fuel cell and the MH tank, the tanks are sufficient
under a 500 kW load, and thermal coupling is required for higher loads. There are other
studies that directly use the fuel cell’s waste heat to perform thermal coupling between the
MH tank and the fuel cell in the literature [79,80].
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In terms of their straightforward design and lightweight cooling components, air
cooling systems are advantageous to liquid cooling systems. The disadvantage of air-
cooling systems is that they can remove less heat than liquid cooling systems because of
the air’s lower heat capacity. A heat exchanger utilizing the heat transfer fluid can also be
included in the system to complete the thermal coupling between the fuel cell and the MH
tank. The waste heat of the fuel cell is sent to a heat transfer fluid, which can be directed to
the MH tank and used to increase the hydrogen flow rate during desorption. In Figure 7b,c,
active thermal management methods between the PEM fuel cell and MH tank that use
heat transfer fluid are given. Urbanczyk et al. [81] thermally coupled a high-temperature
PEM fuel cell and a sodium-alanate-based Mh tank by using heat transfer fluid. Evaluating
the maximum hydrogen storage capacity in their studies, they produced three different
tanks, analyzed them experimentally, and determined the best design. Chabane et al. [43]
proposed a thermally coupled PEM fuel cell and MH tank using heat transfer fluid for use
in vehicles. As a result, they stated that reaching the temperature required for the hydrogen
desorption of the MH tank negatively affects the temperature of the fuel cell, and the fuel
cell cannot reach the operating temperature. Forde et al. [82] experimentally investigated
the performance of a thermally coupled MH with a 1.2 kW PEMFC. As a result, they stated
that the hydrogen flow required to obtain the desired flow from the fuel cell can be obtained
by transmitting 25% of the cooling load of the fuel cell to the MH tank. Zhu et al. [27]
mathematically investigated the thermal coupling system between the fuel cell and the MH
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tank for use in transportation applications. By thermally connecting the fuel cell and MH
tanks, they transferred the waste heat from the fuel cell to the heat transfer fluid and then
conveyed the heat transfer fluid to the MH tanks. They stated that the fuel cell system they
developed had greater than 3% efficiency and greater than 10% fuel savings.

Apart from the active coupling of the fuel cell and the MH tank, some studies use
passive thermal management methods to transmit the waste heat of the fuel cell to the MH
tank. Tetuko et al. [28] mathematically combined 500 W PEMFC with MH tanks using heat
pipes (Figure 8a). The hydrogen flow rate required for the fuel cell to operate at maximum
power is 7.2 slpm, and the hydrogen flow rate provided by MH tanks at 25 ◦C ambient
temperature is 2.5 slpm. They concluded that the MH tanks needed little less than 20%
of the total cooling load of the stack at the highest power point in order to achieve the
necessary 7.2 slpm hydrogen flow rate from the tanks at 35 ◦C. Tetuko et al. [29] thermally
coupled a 130 W fuel cell and an 800 NL MH tank using a heat pipe experimentally and
mathematically (Figure 8b). As a result, they stated that 30% of the cooling load of the fuel
cell is sufficient for the MH tank to provide the 1.7 slpm hydrogen flow required for the
fuel cell to operate at 130 W.
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Except for PEMFC, another type of fuel cell, SOFC, can be thermally coupled with an
MH tank [83,84]. Based on the thermodynamic principles, Yiotis et al. [85] examined the
thermal coupling potential between a high-temperature metal hydride tank and a SOFC.
According to the results of their models, thermal coupling was found to be feasible for
MHs with extremely high desorption enthalpies, which effectively results in high fuel
consumption rates in SOFC. A system consisting of a SOFC and a magnesium-based
MH tank was studied by conducting a thermal analysis in the study of Shao [86]. They
performed thermal coupling between the SOFC and MH tank by transferring waste heat
from the SOFC to the tank. As a result of thermal coupling, the system’s electrical efficiency
was 68.6%, and its thermal improvement was 13.4%. In Table 3, the thermal management
methods applied when the MH tank is employed in the fuel cell or electrolyzer systems
are listed.
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Table 3. Thermal integration methods for fuel cell and/or electrolyzer systems with MH tanks.

Study Year

Fuel Cell (FC) Electrolyzer (EL) Metal Hydride Tank (MH) Thermal
Integration
with MH

Tank

Thermal
Integration

Method

Main Objective
of the StudyType Capacity Cooling

Subsystem Type Capacity Operation
Mode

Hydride Bed
Material

Capacity/
Volume

Cooling/Heating
Subsystem

McDonald
and Rowe

[25]
2006 PEMFC 1.2 kW Air cooling ~ ~ ~ AB2 type MH

250 SL
(~22 g

hydrogen)

External fins
and Annular

tube
Only FC

Active
(Waste heat
using fans)

To determine the
MH design that

provides the
required

hydrogen flow

Førde et al.
[82] 2009 PEMFC 1.2 kW Liquid

cooling PEM 390
L/min ~ LaNi5

2900 NL
(260 g

hydrogen)

Internal fins
with U-shape

tubes
Only FC

Active
(Water

circulation
loop)

To improve the
desorption rate
and controlling

the MH tank
temperature

Urbanczyk
et al. [81] 2011 HT-PEMFC 260 W Liquid

cooling ~ ~ ~ NaAlH4 ~ ~ Only FC

Active
(Internal

coiled tube
with heat
transfer
fluid)

MH tank design
that can

charge/discharge
the highest
amount of
hydrogen

Raju and
Khaitan [87] 2011 ~ ~ ~ KOH

alkaline unspecified unspecified LaNi5 unspecified
Cooling tubes
and aluminum

fins
Only EL ~

To increase the
absorption rate
and the system

efficiency

Delhomme
et al. [84] 2013 SOFC 1 kW Air cooling ~ ~ ~ MgH2 1200 NL ~ Only FC

Active
(Waste
steam

circulation
loop)

To improve the
absorp-

tion/desorption
rates and system

efficiency

Tetuko et al.
[28] 2016 PEMFC 500 W Edge

cooling ~ ~ ~ LaNi5
660 SL
(~61 g

hydrogen)
~ Only FC

Passive
(Waste heat
using heat

pipes)

To improve the
hydrogen

desorption rate

Davids et al.
[78] 2016 PEMFC 130 W Air cooling ~ ~ ~ AB2 type MH 90 NL Internal fins and

graphite Only FC
Active

(Waste heat
using fans)

To increase the
desorption rate
and the system

efficiency
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Year

Fuel Cell (FC) Electrolyzer (EL) Metal Hydride Tank (MH) Thermal
Integration
with MH

Tank

Thermal
Integration

Method

Main Objective
of the StudyType Capacity Cooling

Subsystem Type Capacity Operation
Mode

Hydride Bed
Material

Capacity/
Volume

Cooling/Heating
Subsystem

Borzenko
et al. [79] 2016 PEMFC 2.5 Kw Air cooling ~ ~ ~ La0.5Nd0.5Al0.1Fe0.4

Co0.2Ni4.3
~ ~ Only FC

Active
(Waste heat
using fans)

To improve the
hydrogen

desorption rate

Liu et al.
[80] 2016 PEMFC 130 W Air cooling ~ ~ ~ LaNi5 270 NL ~ Only FC

Active
(Waste heat
using fans)

To improve the
heat transfer
integration

Gonzatti
et al. [88] 2016 PEMFC 3 kW Liquid

cooling Alkaline 3 kWh unspecified LaCeNi5 7000 L Inner pipes FC and EL

Active
(Internal

coiled tube
with heat
transfer
fluid)

To improve the
absorp-

tion/desorption
rates and system

efficiency

Shao et al.
[86] 2017 SOFC ~ Air cooling ~ ~ ~ MgH2 ~ ~ Only FC

Active
(Waste
steam

circulation
loop)

To improve the
system’s electrical

efficiency

Tetuko et al.
[29] 2018 PEMFC 130 W Edge

cooling ~ ~ ~ MmNiMnCo
800 NL
(~72 g

hydrogen)
~ Only FC

Passive
(Waste heat
using heat

pipes)

To improve the
hydrogen

desorption rate

Chabane
et al. [43] 2019 PEMFC 500 W Liquid

cooling ~ ~ ~ FeTi ~ ~ Only FC

Active
(Heat

transfer
liquid

circulation
loop)

To control the MH
tank temperature
and keep the fuel
cell temperature at

the operation
temperature

Zhu et al.
[27] 2019 PEMFC 1.1 kW Air cooling ~ ~ ~ unspecified ~ ~ Only FC

Active
(Water

circulation
loop)

To improve and
control the

hydrogen flow
rate
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Year

Fuel Cell (FC) Electrolyzer (EL) Metal Hydride Tank (MH) Thermal
Integration
with MH

Tank

Thermal
Integration

Method

Main Objective
of the StudyType Capacity Cooling

Subsystem Type Capacity Operation
Mode

Hydride Bed
Material

Capacity/
Volume

Cooling/Heating
Subsystem

Kumar et al.
[89] 2019 PEMFC 1 kW Chiller

cooling Alkaline 600 W unspecified LaNi5 5000 L External heating
system FC and EL

Active
(Water

circulation
loop)

To improve the
absorp-

tion/desorption
rates and system

efficiency

Omrani
et al. [26] 2020 PEMFC 2.5 kW Air cooling ~ ~ ~ AB5 type MH

800 NL
(~79.2 g

hydrogen)
~ Only FC

Active
(Waste heat
using fans)

To improve the
desorption rate

and determine the
optimum number

of tanks

Giap et al.
[83] 2020 SOFC 250 W Liquid

cooling SOEC ~ ~ MgH2 ~ ~ FC and EL

Active
(Waste
steam

circulation
loop)

To improve the
absorp-

tion/desorption
rates and system

efficiency

Han et al.
[90] 2020 PEMFC 50 W Air cooling Water 0.5

Nm3/h unspecified AB2 type MH 900 NL ~ FC and EL
Active

(Waste heat
using fans)

To improve the
absorp-

tion/desorption
rates and system

efficiency
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6. Thermal Management of MH Tanks in Integrated Fuel Cell and
Electrolyzer Systems

In water electrolyzers, water is electrochemically split into oxygen and hydrogen.
When electricity is generated by renewable energy resources, clean H2 is created using
these electrolyzers. The generated hydrogen can then be used for different purposes,
such as generating heat and electricity [30]. The intermittent nature of renewable energy
resources such as solar and wind can be balanced with the use of electrolyzers. Here, excess
power generated can be utilized in a water electrolyzer to generate green hydrogen, and
this hydrogen can be stored for further use [31,32]. There are three operational modes
for electrolyzers depending on the energy balance at the electrolyzer level: exothermic,
isothermal, and endothermic. The steam temperature reduces from the electrolyzer’s
input to its output when it is operating in the endothermic mode. Although this mode
causes high production costs, it yields the greatest electrolyzer efficiency [82]. The steam
temperatures at the input and exit are the same in the isothermal mode. The exothermic
mode’s performance is lower compared to this mode.

With the thermal management in electrolyzers, the working temperature must be kept
within the appropriate limits to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the electrolyzer
and to protect electrolytes and membranes from corrosion and other life-shortening prob-
lems [91]. Internal thermal management of electrolyzers typically uses two strategies [32].
The electrolyzer’s temperature can be managed using either an excess of process cooling
fluid or water that circulates in a different circuit. When cooling is the only goal, combining
the two approaches is also possible and advantageous for spreading the workload. How-
ever, employing only one approach rather than combining the two is preferred since it
is crucial to confine the heat in a closed circuit for the purpose of reusing it in a different
process [32]. The efficient heat transfer between the water and the cell is the main benefit
of cooling with extra process water. To maintain constant moisture in the membrane and,
more importantly, to increase reaction kinetics by guaranteeing a large contact surface, the
electrodes and current collectors are porous. This results in a very efficient heat transfer,
which is a desirable side effect. The risk of pollution is the biggest drawback. A system that
relies on process water cooling would circulate demineralized water widely [32]. Since it
does not directly affect the performance of the cell, a divided cooling system does not have
the pollution issue and permits a wider range of design parameters. However, it requires
additional piping for the coolant to be created somewhere in the stack. These channels
could be seen within the bipolar plates that split the cells. However, there is not much
room for these channels because manufacturers are working hard to make electrolyzers
as small as possible. Fortunately, this method of cooling is quite common in the fuel cell
industry [92–95], and producing these plates is quite a widespread process.

Raju and Khaitan [87] examined a hybrid hydrogen storage system that includes
an electrolyzer to produce hydrogen for use in residential applications and a PEMFC
to generate electricity from H2. The authors supposed that there is a heat sink that can
efficiently remove this heat produced while the electrolyzer works to maintain its operating
temperature at 80 ◦C. At the same time, they analyzed in detail the dynamics of charging
and thermal management matters of the metal hydride storage system. The storage of
H2 produced from excess wind energy collected from the hybrid wind settlement system
was suggested, and LaNi5-based MH was selected as the storage medium. To ensure the
effective absorption and desorption of H2 from the storage bed, a suitable heat exchanger
was included in the bed. There were 24 cooling tubes in the bed. The cooling and metal
hydride pipes that ran the length of the bed were related to aluminum fins. They achieved a
decent heat transfer between the metal hydride and the coolant with this shape. The coolant
moved through the pipes, cooling the bed to the proper temperature. The coolant flow rate
and the temperature have an important effect on how well the bearing works [96,97].

Numerous research studies have been conducted on MH-based H2 storage systems
in microgrids; the majority of them are centered on controlling storage systems, power
generators, and working loads [98–100]. For effective hydrogen use in microgrids, energy
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management procedures and optimization methods are also utilized. At the same time,
for the steady functioning of the hydrogen production and usage units in the hydrogen
energy-based microgrid, some emphasis is given to the scheming and proper process of the
MH thermal management system. Operating time affects and strongly interdepends on
MH operational factors such as fluctuations in temperature, charging/discharging value,
pressure, the quantity of heat production/absorption, and appropriate heating/cooling
management. Because the hydrogen loading and unloading processes are exothermal
and endothermal, the cooling and heating systems play a significant role in the dynamic
efficiency parameter of the MH. Since the working power of the electrolyzer and PEMFC
in the H2-based microgrid determines the rates of hydrogen charging and discharging,
respectively, heating and cooling control should be properly designed and implemented to
ensure the overall system operates as intended.

The impact of exterior heating and cooling systems on the dynamic operating charge
and discharge of MH was examined by Kumar et al. [89]. The computer simulation
model assisted in the design of the outer thermal management system for optimal system
working by predicting the possibility of dynamic charge/discharge value with changes in
external cooling/heating. In-depth experimental examination of units for producing and
using hydrogen, exterior thermal management system, filling and discharging rates, and
dynamic pressure and temperature variation was provided. The chiller and heater systems,
respectively, met the heating and cooling necessities during the H2 loading and unloading
procedures for the MH tank. A PID-based temperature controller was used to regulate the
temperature of the heater and chiller systems. Han et al. [96] suggested an implementation-
focused design and a new system integration technique to maximize energy concentration
while combining their traditional technologies for the electrolyzer, MH and PEMFC. To
increase energy density and usability, they separated the charge and discharge systems.
A water electrolyzer and an MH cooling system were combined to form the charging
component. An MH, a PEMFC stack, and a power conditioning system were all included
in the purging component as a single unit. They used an air-cooling fan to drastically cut
the charging time because the hydrogen-filling process in the MH is an exothermal reaction.
Ghayur and Verheyen [101] investigated the waste heat integration potential in an energy
storage facility consisting of a SOFC, an alkaline electrolyzer, and a magnesium hydride
tank. They converted excess grid power to hydrogen and stored it as magnesium hydride.
Waste heat produced during the storage process was used to offset the electrolyzer’s need
for hot water. The simulation results showed a 20% decrease in heat energy depletion by
utilizing waste heat. The SOFC uses stored hydrogen to deliver power when it is needed.
The magnesium hydride tank’s heat need for desorption was satisfied by the waste heat
from SOFC. According to computer simulation results, the SOFC’s waste heat was just
enough to pre-heat the oxygen and hydrogen, as well as desorbing the hydrogen from the
magnesium hydride tank. Gonzatti et al. [88] examined an alkaline electrolyzer, a hydrogen
storage device made of a metal hydride, and an experimental power system that uses PEM
fuel cells to store and produce electrical and thermal energy. Since the heat released in the
adsorption process decreases the adsorption rate with rising temperature, they circulated
water at ambient temperature in the inner pipes of the tank to remove this heat. Moreover,
since the desorption of H2 is an endothermal reaction that removes heat from the ambient,
they heated the MHs, thus releasing the stored H2 by circulating heated water through the
inner tubes of the tank.

7. Conclusions

This study examined modeling methods for heat transfer during charging and dis-
charging of the MH tank, passive and active thermal management, and thermal coupling
methods with fuel cell and electrolyzer systems in detail and presented as a review study.
Chemical reactions between hydrogen, metal and metal hydride cause the charge and
discharge of hydrogen in MH tanks. The hydrogen storage capacity of the tank and the
hydrogen charge/discharge flow is adversely impacted by temperature variations during
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the absorption and desorption processes, which occur as exothermic and endothermic,
respectively. In order to enhance heat transfer, thermal management methods are used
actively and passively within or outside the tank. The most commonly utilized structures
are fin structures and straight pipes. The amount of hydrogen storage and the time it takes
for hydrogen to absorb and desorb are significantly impacted by the passive and active
thermal management strategies, according to research in the literature. It is clear that the
duration and the amount of hydrogen that can be stored may be increased by almost a
factor of two with the right thermal management techniques.

In fuel cell and MH tank systems, the MH tank should supply enough hydrogen flow
rate to the fuel cell to operate at the desired power. The hydrogen flow rate is decreased
due to the drop in tank temperature brought on by the chemical processes involved in
the discharge from the MH tank. The waste heat generated during fuel cell operation
is directed to the MH tank, and the tank temperature is managed in order to produce
hydrogen at the desired flow rate. The thermal coupling of a fuel cell and an MH tank is
often carried out through active management. Low-power fuel cells (e.g., <2.5 kW) with air
cooling have been mainly chosen in the studies conducted in this area. To transport waste
heat to the MH tank, active methods such as heat exchanger systems with the flow of a
heat transfer fluid or forced convection with the aid of fans are preferred. This review has
shown that there is a need to carry out more studies on the thermal management of MH
tank systems with fuel cells having higher power outputs (i.e., >2.5 kW). This review has
also shown that even though PEMFC is the most common type of fuel cell used, limited
investigations employing SOFC are also documented in the literature. Using SOFC instead
of PEMFC is especially preferred for cases where high-temperature MH materials such as
MgH2 are used.

In addition, the thermal management between the hydrogen production unit (elec-
trolyzer), usage unit (fuel cell), and hydrogen storage unit (metal hydride) is investigated.
When the studies in the literature are examined, two different strategies are used in the inter-
nal thermal management of electrolyzers; the temperature of the electrolyzer is managed by
using an excess of process coolant or water circulating in a different circuit. However, since
the operating power of the electrolyzer and PEMFC in the H2-based microgrid determines
the hydrogen charging and discharging rates, respectively, thermal management (heating
and cooling control) must be properly designed and implemented to ensure the overall
system functions as intended.

The interest in this topic has been shown by the growing number of studies on the
thermal coupling of MH tanks with a fuel cell and/or an electrolyzer, especially within the
last 5 years. This study aimed to provide guidelines for future research on MH hydride
thermal management and its thermal combination with fuel cells or electrolyzers. It is clear
that for MH tanks to have quicker charge/discharge times and greater hydrogen storage
capacity, a thermal management method is required. Among the different methods, active
types are superior due to their ability to adjust the tank temperature. However, to use
metal hydride hydrogen tanks together with an active thermal management system in
applications (e.g., fuel cell powered forklift and golf cart), future studies should focus on
reducing the weight and volume of this system. More effective techniques and designs
should be proposed to direct the waste heat from the fuel cell to the metal hydride tank.
In addition, the dynamic performances of the systems, including an electrolyzer, metal
hydride tanks, and a fuel cell, increase with the use of an appropriate thermal management
strategy. Hence, the necessity of using thermal management in these systems is emerging
to increase the overall efficiency of microgrids. In such systems, the operation mode
of the electrolyzer should also be selected in a way to optimize the heat balance of the
overall system.
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